). In practice, it happens that some of these stationary points have a second very low imaginary frequency. The geometry has properly converged to the correct transition state, but numerical inaccuracies in the Hessian are probably the source of this second nearly zero imaginary frequency.
1 Unfortunately, we were unable to remove this second imaginary frequency neither by using smaller optimization step, tighter energy gradient threshold, tighter scf orbital gradient threshold, tighter electron integral accuracy and tighter grid accuracy, nor by trying to deform the geometry in the direction of the strongest vector corresponding to this second imaginary frequency.
Tunneling effects on reaction coordinate motion can be evaluated by the means of the Wigner's multiplicative transmission coefficient χ(T), , the transmission coefficient is 2.5 at 300K. This means that the degenerate hydrogen atom transfer is more than two times faster than classical thermodynamics would have predicted. We can also use the Skodje-Truhlar 3 definition of the mutliplicative transmission coefficient. In that case χ(T)=πβ/α/sin( πβ/α)+ βexp((β-α)ΔH)/(β -α)≈7, which would imply even faster kinetics.
Six of these transition states structures have been used as starting points for IRC scans (30 steps of 0.1 Bohr in each direction) in order to evaluate the energy barrier for HAT. The end points of the IRC scans were fully optimized at the same level of theory b3lyp/6-311+g(d,p) leading to two minima per TS. The energies of the stationary points of these IRC are given in the table below and the geometry of the starting transition states is given further below. ,1106.661500,1128.863400,1130.045400,1144.927900,1145.406700,1181.487100,1181.867600,1191.940700,1196.805500,1270.413400, 1271.430100,1271.860500,1278.847400,1309.469400,1311.419700,1324.467300,1325.703900,1325.888300,1326.468400,1339.197000,134 0.888300,1416.643800,1417.221700,1425.849800,1427.737900,1441.139700,1441.796000,1494.626700,1495.667300,1502.150800,1502.7 00500,1504.411200,1504.729300,1509.519100,1510.349900,1522.917900,1523.821700,1577.218400,1577.421600,1617.324300,1622.1179 00,2994.164000,2995.025400,3023.897400,3023.985500,3031.811500,3032.592700,3036.655400,3037.871900,3065.905500,3066.412700, 3090.129000,3090.545100,3096.783500,3097.118300,3182.470800,3185.553200,3187.509100,3188 .033500,3197.517000,3200.698100,320 6.923300,3208.483100
Third TS structure, with d=14.9 Å and φ=67°:
Coordinates ( 9158772122\H,-3.4639691751,-3.3569467074,0.2321603158\H,-1.1498094862, 0.0179691339,1.517648501\S,-0.8585700182,-2.8538409118,1.3858654378\C, 8.0321698761,2.6285304122,1.0263929855\H,8.6832911914,1.9988283976,0.4 123834161\H,8.0055999047,2.1996162035,2.0327970051\H,8.4997907431,3.61 28855001,1.0998235672\C,6.627602508,2.7377922823,0.4259293941\H,6.6748 377628,3.1888143353,-0.5698990799\H,6.0024246548,3.3922687316,1.040904 7842\C,5.9502728672,1.3813345637,0.3141861375\H,5.8505984724,0.9139115 582,1.3016165686\H,6.5322447607,0.7086740404,-0.3279485934\C,3.8397954 467,0.5133090405,-0.4590058611\C,2.583428913,0.7987318182,-1.019782736 3\C,4.1772899143,-0.8122327726,-0.1536693267\C,1.6847615707,-0.2207539 76,-1.2690626429\H,2.3442240961,1.8293101922,-1.2534894704\C,3.2642461 87,-1.8300377966,-0.406614907\H,5.1384831758,-1.0580299437,0.276700584 5\C,2.0045448373,-1.5609030931,-0.9649737878\H,0.7195009411 
